Tee-times 4:30 to 5:30 RULES for 2021 Fairway Ladies Wed. night 9 hole league. Yankee Springs Golf Course
269.795.0030
SEASON: May 5 thru Aug. 25. Celebration dinner right after fun night on Aug. 25 at the course
1 “Free Mulligan” on the tee box of your choice – only one, and only on the tee-box.
HANDICAPS: Maximum handicap will be thirty(30). Maximum score per hole is 10. Pick up after 10 and score a 10
on the card.
SCORING SYSTEM: Total of 24 points per match, two per hole and six for total
MATCHES: One player from each team must play each match. In case of a team member absence, player may have sub or
play alone. For a sub to play, cross out the missing player’s name and legibly print the sub’s FULL NAME over the
missing player’s crossed out name. SCORE for a missing member, if no sub, is replaced with a drawn league player’s
score and handicap, from the date of play. Write “NO SUB” on the card.
MAKE-UP GAMES: If agreed upon by the foursome, matches may be made up through the following Monday, but scores
must be turned in by that Monday after you play. (Please leave a note for Carol on Wednesday, as to the date you’ve
planned for makeup play from Thurs. – Mon.)
FOUL WEATHER: Let’s meet at the course to decide if the weather is too bad for play. Please don’t call me.
FORFEITS: Any team not showing up for a match will forfeit. However, the team that shows, MUST play!! Write “no
show, forfeit” on the card. A team playing against a forfeit, will be paired against a drawn team that played that night,
for points to be won.
SCORE CARDS: Place your league score cards in our league folder after play with names of players and any sub’s first &
last names clearly written.
TEAM POINTS: Handicaps and points are figured on scores turned in (each hole), so be accurate in counting all strokes
(up to 10/hole) which includes penalty strokes.
WINTER RULLES APPLY: Ball may be moved with the club head, in the fairway or mowed rough, six(6) inches to either
side or back, not nearer to the hole.
OUT OF BOUNDS: White stakes designate out of bounds except on W1 & R5. Where the course is fenced in, you are out
of bounds at the point you go out. Play out of bounds ball from where it went out (league rule to speed play). All out of
bounds, take one stroke penalty.
SERVICE ROADS AND NEWLY SEEDED AREAS: Take a free drop (no penalty) but not nearer the hole.
PUTTING: Gimmees allowed within reason. Recommended: 1. the length of the grip or 2. from the putter head to the base
of the grip. Don’t be afraid to actually measure. Any part of the ball within either of these areas of the putter, can be a
gimmee, if opponents agree.
INTRODUCTION TO 4 STANDARD GOLF RULES OF PLAY FOR BEGINNING PLAYERS: Honesty matters. Take
the strokes you deserve, with a smile.
1 .SAND TRAPS: Do not take a practice swing hitting the sand in the trap, or ground the club (letting the club touch
the sand) in the sand. *(Do not place extra clubs in the sand. One stroke penalty. Incidental touch, no penalty.
You may remove impediments. Rake the traps when finished. An unplayable ball in the bunker may be dropped
outside the bunker with a “two” stroke penalty.)
2. LOST BALL: Play from closet agreed upon spot and take a one stroke penalty. Search no longer than 3 minutes.
3. HITTING THE WRONG BALL: If you hit the wrong ball, take a two stroke penalty. The person whose ball you hit,
will drop it in the spot agreed upon.
4. HITTING THE FLAGSTICK: No penalty. Flagstick does not need to be removed. Accidentally moving the ball on
the green, no penalty.
The above 4 rules will not be strictly enforced, but we do want you to be aware of them and try to follow them.
DISPUTES: Agree upon a resolution of the dilemma before the next hole. Use your best judgment.

This is supposed to be fun!!

